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Traditionally, diagnosis of acute infections has been organism-growth based, which makes timely and actionable in-
fection diagnosis a major challenge. In addition, traditional microbial detection methods, including direct micros-
copy, are not suited for outsourcing to clinical, non-laboratory-educated personnel. Optimal management of
patients with known or suspected clinical infections, such as targeted (or no) antimicrobial treatment and correct
use of single room contact isolation facilities, requires rapid identification of the causative infectious microorganism.
We are now facing a new disruptive paradigm shift in diagnostic microbiology. The availability of small-footprint ro-
bust instruments with easy-to-use assay kits allows non-laboratory-trained nurses and physicians to perform high-
quality molecular diagnostics in a near-patient setting with results available in <30 minutes. This technology is cur-
rently breaking the centralized laboratory monopoly on the delivery of gold-standard clinical microbiology diagnos-
tics. There is clear potential for huge positive impacts on clinical patient management and antibiotic stewardship, es-
pecially in settings where access to timely laboratory test results is not possible, but there are also potentially huge
risks. Moving diagnostic testing away from the controlled diagnostic laboratory environment will lead to risks such
as increased risk of inappropriate use of the diagnostic tests, insufficient training of staff performing the tests, incor-
rect interpretation of the test results, lack of quality control procedures, failure to capture test results in electronic
patient records and compromised local as well as national surveillance. To reap the upside and avoid the downside
of point-of-care infectious disease testing, the diagnostic laboratory needs to maintain oversight, and each institu-
tion must have a clear strategy for implementation and execution. If we fail, the risks could outweigh the benefits.

Introduction

The mission for clinical microbiology is to provide a definite
infectious disease diagnosis in the case of a suspected clinical
infection. This includes information that will optimize patient
clinical management—such as microbial identification and
microbial susceptibility testing—thus enabling necessary escal-
ation or possible de-escalation of antimicrobial therapy, as well
as initiation or cessation of infection control measures, such
as contact isolation. Impact on clinical patient management
requires availability of diagnostic results for the treating phys-
ician within a time window in which change of patient manage-
ment is possible and patient outcome may be altered. Most
often, this window will be limited to the first few hours or days
of the course of the infection.

As diagnosis of the causative agent(s) of an acute infection has
traditionally been organism-growth based, providing an action-
able infection diagnosis within this narrow timeframe has been a
major challenge, except for specific areas, such as direct micros-
copy of spinal fluid for diagnosis of bacterial meningitis or direct
microscopy of peripheral blood for diagnosis of parasitic infections.
In addition, traditional microbial detection methods, including
direct microscopy, are so far not fully automated. Therefore, they
require highly skilled and educated laboratory personnel and the

methods are not suited for outsourcing to clinical, non-laboratory-
educated personnel. The only exception so far has been antigen-
detection assays for selected pathogens, such as influenza virus,
respiratory syncytial virus or SARS-CoV-2, which are Clinical
Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA)-waived and easy
to use. However, the clinical utility of these assays is hampered by
an unsatisfactory low clinical sensitivity.1

During the late 1980s and early 1990s, laboratory-developed
tests based upon the PCR technology2,3 were established for most
human infections.4,5 Commercially available tests based on PCR or
other nucleic acid amplification technologies emerged rapidly6,7

and today, lower costs and easy-to-use instrument platforms
have allowed almost all microbiology laboratories worldwide to
implement ‘molecular-based’ infection diagnostics.

We are now facing a new disruptive paradigm shift in diagnostic
microbiology. The availability of small-footprint robust instruments
with easy-to-use assay kits and short turnaround time (TAT) is
currently breaking the centralized laboratory monopoly on the
delivery of gold-standard clinical microbiology diagnostics.

Definition of point-of-care testing

Infectious disease diagnostic assays performed outside the walls
of the central diagnostic laboratory may be positioned in very
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different geographic locations and may be executed by clinical
healthcare professionals, as well as trained laboratory biotechni-
cians. To clearly distinguish between assays performed inside the
central diagnostic laboratory and those assays performed outside,
in the mindset of the clinician as well as the laboratory personnel,
several terminologies have been suggested, such as ‘near-patient
testing’, ‘point-of-impact testing’, ‘bedside testing’ and ‘point-of-
care’ (PoC) testing. One may argue that performing an infectious dis-
ease diagnostic test in a biochemistry or pathology laboratory is not
outside the central diagnostic laboratory. However, in some parts of
the world, especially in parts of Europe, this would be considered as
such, because infectious disease diagnostics in Scandinavia, the
Netherlands, the UK and Germany, for example, are predominantly
performed in specialized clinical microbiology laboratories. One may
also argue that performing an infectious disease diagnostic test in a
local setting (e.g. the emergency department or in an intensive care
unit) may be considered as ‘near-patient setting’ as well as ‘point-
of-impact’, but is not quite at the actual ‘point-of-care’ or ‘bedside’
location. We have chosen to use a definition whereby all tests per-
formed outside the walls of the central laboratory—either in an in-
dependent specialized clinical microbiology laboratory or a central
laboratory comprising clinical microbiology and clinical pathology/
clinical biochemistry—are defined as ‘point-of-care’ tests.8 This def-
inition is also applied in the Danish National Guidelines for imple-
mentation of PoC infectious disease diagnostics.9

For the purposes of understanding and successfully addressing
the logistic and organizational challenges involved in implement-
ing PoC testing, we suggest the following grading of PoC testing,
which is based upon the geographical location as well as the type
of healthcare professionals executing the tests.8

Point-of-Care Laboratory Grade 1A

In this setting, PoC for infectious disease testing is performed ‘in
hospital—in lab’ in a 24/7 laboratory setting staffed with dedicated
and trained biotechnicians. This may be considered as a satellite
laboratory or as part of the central laboratory and may be oper-
ated by trained clinical microbiology technicians but may also be
operated by trained biotechnicians from other clinical specialties,
such as clinical biochemistry or clinical pathology.

Point-of-Care Laboratory Grade 1B

In this setting, PoC for infectious disease testing is performed ‘in
hospital—outside lab’ by local healthcare professionals, e.g. the
emergency department, the intensive care unit or any clinical ward.
As the healthcare professionals performing the assays in this setting
are not dedicated laboratory professionals, but most likely specially
trained nurses or nurse assistants, assays must be easy to perform
and fail-safe. Thus, assays performed in this and the following
(higher-grade) settings should be low complexity and CLIA-waived
or similar. The Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments of
1988 (CLIA) provides federal standards applicable to all US facilities
performing diagnostic testing on human specimens. Waived tests
include tests that have been cleared by the FDA for home use.10

Point-of-Care Laboratory Grade 2A

In this setting, PoC for infectious disease testing is performed
‘outside hospital—in healthcare facility’ by healthcare

professionals—e.g. a general practitioner’s office or laboratory. In
this setting, the assays may be performed in the actual office or in
a side-room laboratory facility. The healthcare professionals per-
forming the assays will most likely not be professional laboratory
workers, but instead may be physicians, nurses or other specially
trained staff. Thus, assays performed in this setting should be low
complexity, easy to perform and fail-safe.

Point-of-Care Laboratory Grade 2B

In this setting, PoC testing for infectious diseases is performed
‘outside hospital—outside healthcare facility’ by healthcare or
other professionals (e.g. use in the field in developing countries or
in a military setting). Thus, assays performed in this setting should
be of low complexity, easy to perform and fail-safe.

Point-of-Care Laboratory Grade 3

In this setting, PoC for infectious disease testing is performed in a
‘home setting’ by lay users without any formal or informal previous
training. Assays performed in this setting must be low complexity,
easy to perform and fail-safe.

This grading of PoC tests does not consider TAT, only geograph-
ical location. Conventionally, PoC testing is perceived as being
‘rapid’ without a clear definition of the term. All currently available
commercial PoC systems meeting the requirements for placement
at PoC Grade 1B or higher provide random access and a TAT of
90 minutes or less, with some systems able to provide a test result
in 15 minutes or less.11,12

Ownership

Traditionally, the central laboratory providing the diagnostic
service has ownership and control over the infectious disease
diagnostic platforms/instruments and assays/kits. The type of
diagnostics provided—including tests for specific pathogens in
specific types of sample material—is generally decided in a collab-
orative effort between the service provider and the customer
(i.e. the clinical healthcare professionals responsible for the clinical
patient management). However, the specific choice of platforms,
assays and laboratory methods has so far been the responsibility
of the central laboratory providing the diagnostic service. When
infectious disease diagnostic instruments and assays are imple-
mented for clinical use outside the bounds of the central labora-
tory, it is crucial that the central laboratory maintains oversight.9,13

The actual cost centre and legal ownership of physical instruments
and kits may not directly impact the quality of the diagnostic
procedure, but the quality of the PoC diagnostic procedure may be
compromised if no laboratory expertise is involved in selecting
instrument platforms and specific assays and if the end user (e.g.
clinical ward) is relying solely on non-peer reviewed manufac-
turers’ self-declarations. Legal ownership of instruments and kits
may be solely in the hands of the end user, but oversight of the
implementation process (e.g. choice of instrument/assays, place-
ment, training of testing personnel, verification of the diagnostic
test) as well as oversight of the routine use of the PoC test (e.g. test
indication, test interpretation, test report, quality control proce-
dures, surveillance) should be the responsibility of the usual service
provider of infectious disease diagnostics (i.e. the central
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laboratory) in order to maintain a high level of quality. A local PoC
steering committee with representatives from the end users as well
as the infectious disease diagnostics service provider may facilitate
individual business cases and could coordinate institution-wide as
well as local implementation of specific PoC tests.

Implementation

In general, molecular-based PoC tests may—and should—provide
performance characteristics (i.e. sensitivity, specificity) that equal
the performance of gold standard testing in the central labora-
tory.11,14–17 The rationale for moving any diagnostic procedure
closer to the patient relies on the clinical and logistic need for faster
test results compared with the TAT achievable in the central la-
boratory. A business case should be established, identifying the
derived costs, which are most likely increased, as well as the po-
tential achievable benefits.18,19 These potential benefits include
proper use of single room contact isolation facilities,20 improved
antimicrobial stewardship,20,21 reduced length-of-stay/admission
rate,22 rapid differential diagnosis23 and flow between wards. A
current example is the possibility of rapidly testing newly admitted
patients for SARS-CoV-2 to ensure safety for patients and hospital
personnel during the current SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. Once the
business case has been approved, the subsequent implementation
process should have oversight from the central laboratory.

The implementation process must identify the optimal instru-
ment platform based upon the local current and reasonably fore-
seeable future needs for rapid PoC identification of specific
pathogens (assay menu), the estimated throughput (capacity)
and the required TAT. Subsequently, the identified instrument
should be placed in a physical location that enables safe perform-
ance of the test procedure and addresses issues such as adequate
work/bench space, waste facilities and ventilation. Following the
installation of the selected instrument(s), the central laboratory
should facilitate and oversee training of the clinical healthcare per-
sonnel selected to perform the PoC testing. The training must be
documented and maintained and must ensure that any assay per-
formed at the PoC setting will be executed at the same quality
level as if performed at the central laboratory. Standard operating
procedures must be in place and should address test ordering,
sampling of the patient, test execution, test interpretation, failed/
inconclusive test results, instrument breakdown, instrument ser-
vice and maintenance, continuous evaluation and documentation
of the competence level of the testing personnel, external quality
control and ordering and storage of kits and utensils. The installed
PoC instrument should be set-up to communicate bidirectionally
with the institutional laboratory information system (LIS) in order
to avoid patient identification mix-ups and secure data capture
to facilitate any local and/or national surveillance of disease
incidence (e.g. influenza A or SARS-CoV-2 surveillance). Before
initiation of routine use, the central laboratory should facilitate a
verification process to ensure that the expected assay perform-
ance is met at the local PoC testing site in a ‘live’ setting with test-
ing executed by the intended clinical personnel.

Selection of tests (instruments, menus)

The need for PoC testing is identified in a collaborative effort be-
tween the end-users and the service provider of infectious disease

diagnostics, thus a mutual business case may be established to
warrant the implementation of a PoC instrument. The PoC instru-
ment should be chosen by the service provider of infectious dis-
ease diagnostics and should ideally cover the need of the end user,
should previously have been validated in industry-independent
performance studies and should ensure a quality of testing equal
to testing in a central laboratory.

A variety of different parameters should be considered when
selecting a PoC instrument (Table 1). Test menus should be
selected based on local needs and must reflect local conditions,
such as opening hours of the central laboratory, sample logistics,
patient population, spread of multiresistant microorganisms in the
local geographic area and economy.

For each test, further factors should be considered, such as dir-
ect and indirect financial costs, validated types of sample materi-
als and buffer systems, whether a qualitative or quantitative result
is needed, whether the test is validated for the intended test popu-
lation (e.g. children), whether result interpretation and counselling
are available to the end-user, whether syndromic testing is needed
and whether a screening or a diagnostic test is needed. The latter
should reflect the performance characteristics in terms of sensitiv-
ity, specificity, accuracy and precision of the selected test.

Other factors may influence the choice of PoC instrument.
These may include questions regarding how long clinical sample
materials are stable and how they should be kept prior to analysis,
how test kits can be stored (e.g. at which temperature and for how
long prior to analysis), whether other instrumentation (such as for
centrifugation or vortexing) is needed for pre-analytical steps and
whether additional testing will be requested on excess sample
material—e.g. for influenza subtyping on PoC samples positive for
influenza A.

Table 1. Parameters to consider, when selecting a PoC instrument

Which test menu is needed and is it available on the instrument?

How many samples need to be tested in parallel or sequentially every

24 hours?

What is the upper time limit for total assay turnaround time?

Are all tests validated by the vendor and/or may ‘research use only’ or

laboratory-developed tests be established and validated locally?

Are validated tests available for all clinically relevant sample materials?

How is verification (or validation) performed for the selected PoC

instrument and for each test locally?

Does the PoC instrument have a suitable footprint?

Is the barcode reader stable and able to read all relevant barcodes?

Is the PoC instrument operated by an integrated display or a portable

laptop?

Is instrument software user-friendly and robust?

Are pre-test steps, such as sample preparation, easy to perform?

Are test set-up and result read-out easy to perform?

Are the error rate and inhibition rate acceptable?

Is leftover sample material available for further testing?

Can the PoC instrument be connected to the LIS?

Is it possible to access raw data and graphs on the local instrument or by

remote connection?

Does the PoC test fit into an overall local testing strategy?

LIS, laboratory information system; PoC, point of care.
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Unfortunately, none of the currently marketed PoC instruments
are perfect. Most manufacturers promise a pipeline of new assays
but, so far, development times have been longer than expected for
a number of assays, such as influenza tests. Furthermore, security
of supply during the influenza season may be non-existent; most
companies sell more instruments into the market than they are
able to supply diagnostic assays for, which has been accentuated
by the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic.

Local verification

The service provider of infectious disease diagnostics should be
responsible for verification of the test performance before imple-
mentation of PoC tests to ensure the quality of the testing. This
is especially important if the intention is to deviate from the manu-
facturer’s instructions for use regarding sample material, transport
buffer system or patient population to be tested. All PoC instru-
ments and each test should be verified prior to use, even if the test
and instrument are used as validated and instructed by the PoC
instrument and test provider. No test or instrument should be
implemented without a prior validation or verification, because
this may lead to erroneous interpretation of test results and, ultim-
ately, erroneous diagnosis and treatment of the patient. IVD
and CE-marked tests only need be verified as long as they are used
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. A laboratory-
developed test should be verified for use on the local PoC instru-
ment, but only after a full validation in the central laboratory.

Test indications

Local indications for each test need to be established as part of
local guidelines for use.24 Prior to introducing a new test, it may be
necessary to establish a business case showing a positive technol-
ogy assessment, an acceptable cost, expected performance char-
acteristics and a description of benefits for patients, the end users
and the community.

In general, the PoC test should perform equally compared with
the gold standard of testing in the central laboratory. However,
based upon a cost–benefit analysis, it may be desirable to intro-
duce a PoC test even though it does not meet the quality of the
gold standard testing. PoC testing may assist in diagnosing,
screening and optimizing antibiotic stewardship at the individual
patient level. The adoption of a PoC test may improve proper use of
side-room contact isolation facilities and reduce hospital admis-
sion. Moreover, prudent use of PoC testing may also limit spread of
infectious diseases, increase prudent use of antibiotics and limit
spread of antibiotic resistance in the community.

Test result reporting (interpretation, LIS,
regional/national surveillance)

Results from a PoC instrument should ideally be transferred auto-
matically to the LIS and reported into the electronic patient file.
Reported results should be unambiguous, errors should be clearly
reported and interpreted, and it should be clear to the end user
whether the test has been performed locally on a PoC instrument
or at the central laboratory. Local PoC tests are ideally ordered as
any other test for microbiological analysis at the central laboratory
and a backup system should be in place to identify samples that

have not been analysed on the local PoC instrument—but only
sent to the central laboratory—to ensure that all patient samples
are tested for the pathogens requested. All results should be
reported automatically to any local or national surveillance
programme.

Quality control (external programme)

Internal and external quality controls are necessary to ensure the
quality of PoC testing. The internal quality controls should be
included in the PoC test; they may be a process control or the de-
tection of a sample-specific target to ensure that all steps in the
PoC test have been performed correctly. The internal control
should always fail if there is sample inhibition and, according to
test design, may also fail if insufficient sample material has been
used. The results of the internal controls should be reported into
the LIS system together with the test results. Local guidelines for
use should describe how samples with failed internal quality con-
trol are handled and how patient samples are reported if the in-
ternal quality control fails.

Participation in external quality control programmes is needed
to ensure equal quality compared with the testing in the central la-
boratory. Participation in external third-party quality control pro-
grammes is not needed if a fraction or all PoC samples are reflex
tested at the central laboratory. The number and frequency of ex-
ternal quality assurance samples should reflect the clinical import-
ance of a false-positive or a false-negative test result. An
individualized quality control plan needs to be established for
multiplex assays, as it is not possible to evaluate all targets each
time.

Additional quality procedures may be implemented, including a
definition of what to do and how to report if the internal run control
fails; registration and monitoring of error rates, inhibition rates and
positive rates; and registration of maintenance and verifications.
The performance of an instrument needs to be verified after any
procedure that may have altered software or hardware of the in-
strument (e.g. service, software updates or repair).

Conclusions

Optimal management of patients with known or suspected clinical
infections, such as targeted (or no) antimicrobial treatment and
correct use of side-room contact isolation facilities, requires rapid
identification of the causative infectious microorganism. Even
rapid tests performed in the central diagnostic laboratory will often
be unable to provide tests results to the treating physician within
6–8 hours due to logistical issues. Obtaining faster results will re-
quire moving the diagnostic process closer to the patient. For deca-
des, immunology-based tests, such as lateral flow tests with less
than gold-standard performance, have been available for near-
patient use, but highly sensitive and highly specific rapid testing
has required molecular-based technologies only available in the
central diagnostic laboratory. However, new low-complexity,
easy-to-use instruments and assay formats are now allowing
non-laboratory-trained nurses and physicians to perform high-
quality molecular-based diagnostics in a near-patient setting with
results available in less than 30 minutes. There is clearly a potential
for huge positive impacts on clinical patient management and
antibiotic stewardship, but there are also risks. Moving diagnostic
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testing away from the controlled diagnostic laboratory environ-
ment increases the risk of inappropriate use of the diagnostic tests,
incorrect interpretation of the test results, lack of quality control
procedures, failure to capture test results in electronic patient
records and compromised local and national surveillance. In order
to reap the benefits and avoid the disadvantages of PoC infectious
disease testing, the diagnostic laboratory needs to maintain
oversight and each institution must have a clear strategy for im-
plementation and execution. If we fail, the risks could outweigh
the benefits.
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